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“Betongpark” translates from Norwegian directly to English 
as “Concrete park”, not dissimilar to the The Specials’ 1979 hit 
“Concrete Jungle”. The material itself is not often regarded in 
the same breath as the lush greenery or playfulness one might 
think of when referring to a park, or even a jungle. Through 
the eyes of a skateboarder however, concrete always has, and 
always will, represent an endless playground of opportunities. 

 
Since 2012 Betongpark has worked passionately with the 
design and construction of spaces for skateboarding and urban 
activities, quickly gaining recognition as one of Europe’s best 
renowned outfits. This we feel is the product of our deep roots in 
the skateboarding community. As life-long riders ourselves we 
cherish and understand these unique environments, not merely 
as a sporting arena but as a meeting place for subcultures to 

thrive. 
 

Betongpark conceives bespoke landscapes, centered around 
exercise and human interaction, that attract all generations. 
We pride ourselves on the functionality, longevity and aesthetic 
qualities of our realisations. The spaces we create aim to inspire 
and educate young people, the local community and landscape 

architects alike.
 

Following Betongpark’s conception in Scandinavia, we have 
been proud to work across Europe and at the beginning of 
2019 Betongpark opened a dedicated design studio in London, 
England working parallel to the company’s headquarters in 

Oslo, Norway. 
 

This book aims to outline our approach to skatepark design and 
highlight some of our favourite projects. We hope you will enjoy 

a little peak into the world we adore.

- Daryl Nobbs - Skatepark Designer - Skateboarder -

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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surrounding the area. These spaces dare to inspire, educate 
through failure and create joy and friendship across age, 
gender, and culture whether on a skateboard, scooter, 
inline, BMX or Wheelchair. From morning to evening, 
families will play together, friends will socialise, and users 
will exercise in a purpose built, safe environment. 
Other Urban activities will be drawn to the space such as 
music and dance, parkour, graffiti(where permitted), play 
and ball games - making the space extremely well used , 
socially and physically. 

Life
In the park
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Our mission is to produce the best possible skate spaces for our clients and 
users. Unique places need unique skate spaces. To achieve this goal we take on 
a rigorous consultation process, allowing us to see the wants and needs of all 
parties early on ,before letting our dedicated London design office cast their 

expert hand at creating a skatepark design suited for the given context.

We enjoy working directly with clients or as part of a larger project group, and 
have many success stories of large and small scale collaborations.

We use workshops with local users and dedicated design meetings to gain 
valuable knowledge on project deliverables. With our deep roots in skate-culture 
we have a natural dialog with the skaters that only a 100% skater operated 
company could, meaning the user and client can both end up on the winning 

team.

CONSULTATION
& COMMUNICATION
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City of Bodø Sketch

Deconstruction of Landscape

In the initial design stages, we have a definitive method, synonymous with 
Betongpark designs and realisations. From taking local vernacular as inspiration 
to create a sense of place within our parks, to simply designing parks within the 
terrain with expert precision.

We believe every skatepark should be different, therefore in our concept designs 
we discard cookie cutter skateparks. Instead we take into account space, context, 
noise and lighting parameters and end user deliverables. This enables us to 
compose the most suitable skatepark for the situation.

Concept
Design
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PRECEDENT: BODØ

The proposed design concept is an urban-inspired street plaza combined 
with organic flow elements and a standalone bowl. The visual identity 
and form of the skatepark takes direct inspiration from the areas 
unique and distinctive landscape. Situated on the North-West Coast of 
Norway, Bodø’s Arctic landscape is some of the most dramatic in the 
world. We began tracing a smooth flowing concrete sea divided and 
broken by natural islands of wild grass, rock and shrubbery. In places 
the concretes’ up-turned surface mimics waves lapping the islands, 
in others abstracted bridges connect the islands. Bordering these lay 
distinct maroon and yellow highlights akin to the traditional “rorbu”, 
some of which have become disconnected and floated away into various 

locations across the concrete sea.

Application To Proposal Concept Skatepark Design 14



Bodø Eagle Wallride Eye-level:
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Bodø Street eye-level:

Bodø Iteration 003:
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frognerparken skate canyon Visualisation:
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Jørpeland Concept Birdseye:

jørpeland concept masterplan:
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910 Km 
Transportation of reclaimed Southbank slabs

Southbank, London, United 

Kingdom 

Filipstadveien , Oslo, Norway 

x 20

FilipSpot - Approx 600m2 

Original Southbank D50 slab

900mm 

48mm 
600mm 

Southbank under-croft octagonal pillar

Disassembly of pillar top

180 degree inversion

Accurate small banks replica

1587mm 

700mm 

26.2 degrees 

Locally reclaimed granite slabs from 

the city of Oslo

135 degrees 

Southbank under-croft octagonal pillar

Bank constructed at internal octagonal 

angleIndustrial vernacular 

mirrored In steelwork
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Filipspot Visualisation:

Filipspot Operational Diagram: Filipspot Masterplan:
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KUBA Park, Oslo, Norway

Oslo Gasworks, gasclock, formerly 

stationed  in Kuba parkDisassembly of gasclock form

• Oslo Skatehalle

• Indoor (charged)

• World class vert & street

• 25 min walk

• Majorstuen Skatepark

• Outdoor

• Small community street spot

• 39 min

• Skur 13 

• Indoor (free)

• World class street

• 36 min walk

• Mølleparken

• Outdoor

• Basic small street spot

• 10  min walk
• Lakkegata Concrete Pump Track

• Outdoor 

• Basic flow park in school

• 16  min walk

• GSF

• Outdoor 

• Eclectic DIY skatepark & bowl

• 36  min walk

• Jordal Skatepark

• Outdoor 

• Outdated wooden skatepark

• 39  min walk

Diminished gasclock form

Repitition of gasclock form in path 
structureSegmentation of gasclock form at 

meeting points

Alexander Kiellands Plass

Oslo Centrum

Vulkan

Akerselva River

KUBA Park

New park improves 

connection to Grunerløkka 

as well as creating an 

beautiful urban haven for 

activities and relaxation

Path structure redesigned around gasclock for and improving 

circulation and connections
Disassembly of gasclock gorm into 

circular pool

Rust style metal coping used to give 

post industrial feel

• Kuba Skatepark

• Outdoor

• World class transition skatepark

• Within 40 mins of All city skateparks

• Centrally positioned

KUBA park Operational Diagram:
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KUBA park Masterplan:

• Kuba Skatepark

• Outdoor

• World class transition skatepark

• Within 40 mins of All city skateparks

• Centrally positioned
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KUBA Skatepark Visualisation:

KUBA park, Parkour sculpture visual:
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KUBA park, Seating & Balance Play visual:
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Hand Finished Coloured Concrete:

Hand Finished Grey Concrete: Patterned Concrete:

To augment the user experience within our bespoke spaces we work with a 
variety of materials and techniques. Colour pigmented concrete, natural stone 
and detailed steel work enhance aesthetic value of our parks for the active 
and passive user. Textured concrete and granite ledges alter and add to the 
riding experience for the immersed user. We strive to create the most unique, 
bespoke parks for our clients, which in turn creates unique interactions 
between the space and the user.

Materials
& DETAiling
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Locally Sourced Iddefjord granite:

Locally Sourced Larvikitt Granite:

Fabricated Steel:

Integrated Natural Stone:
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Working with sports undertaken , at large, by young people, sustainability is naturally at the heart of 
our design process. We aim to minimise waste material, reduce heavy groundworks to a minimum, and 
carefully select locally produced materials wherever possible.
 
Although we are not purely dictated by the landscape we design in, we are considerate of our 
surroundings. Working together with our in house surveyors and groundworks programmers we are 
able to quickly and effectively calculate the most sustainable solutions, reducing displaced masses to 
a minimum and limiting our impact on the direct environment. Working with these latest surveying 
technologies we are able to reduce our use of concrete to the minimum, often little more than the 
required riding surface of the skatepark.
 
When choosing materials for design we always look for ways to increase sustainability and reduce 
waste. This needs to be considered in early designs, and re-evaluated throughout the entire the design 
process.

We aim to reclaim materials as much as possible on projects. We have recently worked with a project 
reclaiming and repurposing surplus and decommissioned granite slabs from across the city of Oslo, 
creating a unique DIY street-spot at Filipstad.

sustainable
Design
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Skatepark lighting must be carefully considered in the design process. As with 
most skatepark features, without prior experience or knowledge, it can easily fall 
short, which has serious consequences. One small shadow in the wrong place (for 
example the corner of a bowl) could ruin users’ concentration, leading to injury.

For this reason we not only use our personal expertise, but also work alongside 
expert lighting designers to come up with innovative solutions to lighting 
challenges within our skateparks. From ambient lighting, to make places 
aesthetically pleasing and safer in out of use hours, to functional lighting, 
allowing users to make the most of skateparks at any time of the day, we can 
deliver utilitarian and charming lighting designs that accommodate the needs of 
the user.

Lighting
Design
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Correct and effective drainage in a skatepark is 
imperative. Small discrepancies in designs can cause 
hazardous puddling and unnecessary concrete wear over 
a skateparks lifetime.  This is why we work closely with 
our in-house surveyors and groundworkers to precisely 
drain water off site into sustainable systems. In the past 
we have worked with engineers to carefully manage large 
quantities of water within our structures and drainage 

systems, for instance in heavy flooding conditions.

Water
Management

36
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Crew leader ryan carruthers, eggplant. Koigen skatepark ,2317 Hamar, Norway. Photo: Alex Irvine
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When designing in high density and residential areas it is important 
to consider the acoustics of a skatepark. Whilst we haven’t received 
any complaints from completed skateparks, we have undergone 
stringent acoustic testing across different skatepark elements to help 
us better understand sound and the way it travels. Many avenues can 
be undertaken when reducing sounds such as careful consideration of 
placement of particular elements, increasing the amount of legs on rails 
to reduce vibrations on the metal, or building up groundworks to create 
localised sound barriers at the edge of the skateparks. 

Acoustic
design
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The final piece in the puzzle of a successful skatepark is continued skater-led 
expertise, throughout construction and project management. Our Scandinavian 
construction crews are industry leaders in their field, with many, many years 
experience on the trowel as well as the board. Working in other territories and 
where necessary we select only the most carefully considered and thoroughly vetted 
partners. A keen eye must be paid to the smallest of details within a skatepark, and 
hands on experience of riding these details is paramount to understanding them.
 
Throughout the company and the design team in particular, hands on experience 
has been key to understanding the process. Through many years of working with 
skatepark construction at all levels we are able to understand the unique challenges 
as well as opportunities throughout the construction phase. It is our ethos that if a 
well designed park is being built by an experienced crew of riders, the design details 
should always remain flexible to discussion. Simply put, you have 5-10 skaters 
stood looking at the design taking shape day-by-day: carefully eyeing up the lines, 
flow and opportunities of the park.
 
Working with the latest technologies our in house surveyors. We are able to provide 
detailed, real world coordinated, digital groundworks plans to be used in GPS 
equipped excavation equipment, as well as correlating plans of all details and layers 
of the parks construction.
 
Together with expert project management, often led by the design team, Betongpark 
strives for the best and most enjoyable result for all involved.

Skatepark
construction
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“Certified piece of Suck” is a popular article in the skateboard 
magazine ‘Thrasher’ that shows off some of the world’s worst 
skateparks. However, it has now been coined by skateboarders 
as a way to refer to skateparks and spots that have been built 
without any competence in design or construction. This Mainly 
refers to prefabricated metal and concrete parks. Fortunately, 
generic prefabricated parks are slowly being phased out, to be 
replaced with well-designed concrete parks and integrated skate 

spots.

Skatepark design and construction is the same as any other 
profession – an expertise where one must have a deep 
understanding and years of experience to be able to produce a 
quality end product. Considering that these parks will be built 
for the young people of the future, it must be designed and built 
by someone with a thorough understanding of the field, and all 

the thousands of details that make up a quality design.

However, we still see useless parks - or simply dangerous 
solutions that bring nothing to the local communities that 
need this resource so badly. Therefore, we have disassembled 
a ‘certified piece of suck’ to help convey what makes a bad 

skatepark bad.
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Lankaia, Oslo, Norway

Oslo Opera House Directly 

Opposite Langkaia Skatepark

Ramps, banks and pump bumps need to be carefully designed 

and shaped by professionals to have  premium skate-ability

If designed and made by non-

industry professionals skateparks 

such as Nordpolen Skole (1) 

and Jevnaker(2) are made

Roll away too  small

Run up too  small

Run up too  small

Asphalt can’t be laid directly onto 

randomly formed groundworks

As you get mediocre skate-ability

r = 2300mm

L = 764mm r = 2300mm

L = 764mm

r = 2000mm

L = 1725mm
r = 2000mm

L = 1041mm

r = 2000mm

L = 2094mm

DISCLAIMER:

Their is a time and place for different 

variations of skateparks , as well 

as  trying new innovative things. We 

are not laying out a set of rules to 

follow, just highlighting the fact that 

without professional involvement 

,money, time and space is wasted. 

But most importantly, letting down 

communities that need such parks.

Long awaited destruction of 

Langkaia skatepark 2019

Seating should be kept at a safe distance 

to minimise spectator injury

Skate trip hazards 

in central manhole 

cover and concrete 

lip around 

skateable area

(1)

(2)

Rails that are too high = 

Accessibility issues for all users
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Lankaia, Oslo, Norway

Oslo Opera House Directly 

Opposite Langkaia Skatepark

Ramps, banks and pump bumps need to be carefully designed 

and shaped by professionals to have  premium skate-ability

If designed and made by non-

industry professionals skateparks 

such as Nordpolen Skole (1) 

and Jevnaker(2) are made

Roll away too  small

Run up too  small

Run up too  small

Asphalt can’t be laid directly onto 

randomly formed groundworks

As you get mediocre skate-ability

r = 2300mm

L = 764mm r = 2300mm

L = 764mm

r = 2000mm

L = 1725mm
r = 2000mm

L = 1041mm

r = 2000mm

L = 2094mm

DISCLAIMER:

Their is a time and place for different 

variations of skateparks , as well 

as  trying new innovative things. We 

are not laying out a set of rules to 

follow, just highlighting the fact that 

without professional involvement 

,money, time and space is wasted. 

But most importantly, letting down 

communities that need such parks.

Long awaited destruction of 

Langkaia skatepark 2019

Seating should be kept at a safe distance 

to minimise spectator injury

Skate trip hazards 

in central manhole 

cover and concrete 

lip around 

skateable area

(1)

(2)

Rails that are too high = 

Accessibility issues for all users

Dissasembly 
of a bad 

park
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Kristoffer Hovland, BS Tail. ogna skule skatepark . Photo: fredric nærland
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With an estimated 20 million skateboarders globally, as well as 
the inclusion of both skateboarding and freestyle BMX riding in 
the 2020 Olympic Games, it is becoming a necessity to provide 
adequate facilities for modern urban sports.

A skate space could function in as little as 150 square meters 
compared to a football pitch which needs around 7350m2. Small, 
carefully considered elements can be integrated into existing play 
areas, flow parks and organic formed concrete playgrounds can fill 
anything in excess of 1000m2.

Progressive schools all over the world have began to integrate 
these facilities within their grounds, both as standalone skateparks 
or integrated within the fabric of the school’s active spaces.

Skateparks
the new sports pitch
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Skateboarding, scooting, BMX riding, rollerblading and parkour 
are all intense aerobic sports. They develop balance and core 

strength, engaging practically every muscle group.

These activities also promote mental balance. Personally a rider 
learns self discipline and perseverance, learning and perfecting 
their moves. When compared to other competitive sports facilities 
, the skatepark provides a  unique social dynamic. Young people 
of all backgrounds, ages, gender, physical ability, religion 
and identity come together. They learn to interact with each 
other, taking turns and encouraging one another. In contrast to 
traditional sports, even in a competitive arena you will still find 
skateboarders cheering for “the other team”. These are important 
skills for young people to develop and carry with them through 

life.

These activities and facilities provide a positive space for young 
people who could feel less engaged in traditional team sports.

The social
skatepark
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Client: Hå Kommune

Main Contractor: Masiv Bygg AS

Landscape Architect: Gullik Gulliksen AS

Groundworks: Stangeland Maskin AS

Betongpark: Design and Build

June – August 2017

FN

ogna
skatepark
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We were approached by Gullik Gulliksen Landskapsarkitekter to help create a unique skate-space to take pride of place amongst the 
new school’s exceptional outdoor facilities.  Working closely together with Gullik Gulliksen, as well as headteacher Helge Håland 
and local users, we carefully considered the unique space and its integration within the school setting. The skatepark should form 
an integral part of the playground for attendees of the school, whilst remaining the sole skate-facility in the surrounding area. The 

result: a 45m long skate path leading from the bus stops all the way to the school’s main entrance. 

The skatepark’s form draws inspiration from the coastline’s rich surf environment. Undulating curves and waves form a multi-level 
,open-bowl and interconnected street path. Shallow depths and rolled edges create a safe and playful environment for young users, 
whilst experienced riders can challenge themselves with more complex lines and transfers across the terrain, carving, grinding and 

airing. 54
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AIAI

AI

AI
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Client: Ringssaker Kommune

Main Contractor: Paul Berg AS

Landscape Architect: Norconsult AS

Betongpark: Design and Build

September – November 2016

Brumunddal skatepark forms the heart of a multi-activity recreational area at the 
edge of Mjøsa, Norway’s largest lake. The skatepark’s arms and legs reach out to a 
dance stage, basketball/ice rink, play equipment and landscaped green spaces.

The main skatepark area is an all-encompassing flow-plaza, made up of urban-
inspired street elements such as ledges, rails & stairs blended with varying banks, 
transitions and level changes. A playful feature of the plaza is the hand sculpted Troll, 
poking his head through the concrete for riders to do tricks over.

Sitting atop of the plaza’s raised plateaus is a unique “mini-pool”. This bowl draws 
close inspiration from the backyard swimming pools of California. It features 
concrete “pool coping”, a tile band and wedding-cake stairs in an accessibly 
dimensioned bowl. It has proven extremely popular with older skaters rekindling 
their youth, dreaming of “Lords of Dogtown” and the good old days, as well as the 
younger generation learning to ride transitions.

Adjoining the main skatepark is a specially designed low-impact mini skatepark, 
aimed at encouraging and providing a safe space to the youngest riders. A micro-
mini-ramp is combined with a soft rolling path including a playful tube to ride 
through. The mini skatepark helps to introduce both young riders and their parents 
to the dynamics of a skatepark.

EKN

BRUMUNDDAL
skatepark
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Head Designer daryl nobbs, paying the troll toll with a wallie one foot at 
brummundal skatepark. Photo: Alex Irvine
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Client: Drammen Kommune

Main Contractor: Steen & Lund AS

LA: Stener Sørensen AS

Betongpark: Design & Build

May - September 2017

Lekeparken activity park is a revolutionary vision of a modern recreational 
space, situated in Drammen city centre. The all-encompassing park is 
a meeting point for all ages and demographics. Endless play equipment 
for all ages sits together with sports pitches and fitness facilities. Smooth 
skate-concrete lays alongside trampolines and even a DJ booth.

Betongpark was contacted by Stener Sørensen AS at an early stage 
to help design the park’s 1500m2 of skate-able concrete. The result is 
two distinctly unique features. At the west a modern twist on a historic 
“snakerun” gradually increasing in depth with a combination of rolled 
edges and steel coping. At the snakerun’s east, and connecting to the rest 
of the activity park, is a vast open plaza made up of irregular banks, stairs, 
rails and ledges. The plaza is unique in its seamless connection to the rest 
of the activity park, the lack of harsh edges and boundaries encourages 
interaction and the plaza becomes the main meeting point for the entire 
park. 

Drammen
activity park
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While designing and constructing the skatepark at 
Flora Ungdomskole we faced a completely unique set of 
challenges and opportunities. The site of the skatepark 
is somewhat a crater within a hillside, with substantial 
elevation changes. Geographically located at the 
mainland of Norway’s most westerly point, the area 
experiences extreme rainfall and wind.

Our concept was to construct a skatepark of 900m2 with 
a roof of 300m2. The design is focussed around a central 
axis. A singular concrete retaining wall that divides the 
highest and lowest points of the skatepark. As the axis 
protrudes above the upper surface it morphs material to 
locally produced glue laminated timber. The protrusion 
forms a west facing wind barrier eventually folding 
horizontally to form the 300m2 roof, sheltering the 
lowest point of the skatepark. The skatepark uses this 
axis as a central bearing point as it corkscrews its way 
through various level changes.

The irregular level changes, made necessary by the 
sites existing topography, create individual zones. A 
backyard-style pool occupies the top level, with stairs 
and banks leading down to the lowest level containing 
flowing spines and wallrides. The zones are designed to 
function independently from one another, with varying 
elements placed within each. Riders may flow around 
the entire park seamlessly, or session localised areas 
individually. 

The considered design of the split level skatepark allows 
for a full riding experience under the 300m2 roof in bad 
weather conditions, yet maintain connection to the rest 
of the skatepark in good weather conditions. 

The user group in Flora followed the project avidly. We 
involved them deeply in the entire design process right 
the way through to final adjustments on site.

Client: Florø Kommune

Main Contractor: Bjerck og Brendø Maskin AS

Betongpark: Design & Build

March - July 2017

florø ungdomsskole
skatepark
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Client: Bergen Kommune

Main Contractor: JH Nævdal Yrkesbygg Bergen AS

Landscape Architect: Smedsvig Landskapsarkitekter AS

Interior Contractor: Unisport Scandianvia AS

Betongpark: Skatepark and Parkour Design and Build

April 2019

fysak
indoor
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Hackney Bumps
Community regeneration
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An ongoing project close to the hearts of Betongpark is the 
regeneration of historic London skatepark Hackney Bumps. The 
legendary skate-spot is in close proximity to our London design 
studio. We have been working pro bono alongside a community 
group of volunteers to modernise and re-activate a much loved 
and much needed public facility in the heart of one of London’s 
most vibrantly diverse areas. 

The Hackney Bumps community is providing free skate-lessons 
for local young people, as well as fundraising and volunteering 
their time to physically update and improve the space.
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Client: Asker Kommune / Hvalstad Idrettslag

Main Contractor: Betongpark Anlegg AS

Landscape Architect: Grindaker AS Landskapsarkitekter

Betongpark: Design and  Build of Entire Activity Park

July - September 2019

Working closely within definitive topographical and 
ecological parameters in Hvalstad, we have aimed to create 
an exceptional and modern outdoor space and schoolyard 
for young people. A mix of concrete, asphalt, wood and 
steel makes up a parkour park, street-basketball court and 
seamlessly intertwined concrete skatepark and asphalt 
pump track. 

Uniquely one line of the pump track weaves in and out of 
the existing trees, an exciting feature and in keeping with 
our commitment to sustainable design.

AI

AI

hvalstad
skatepark & Pump Track
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head designer daryl nobbs carving through the trees. HVALSTAD SKATEPARK 
AND  PUMP TRACK , Hvalstadveien 25, 1395 Hvalstad, Norway. Photo: Alex Irvine
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Client: Ullensaker Kommune

Main Contractor: Park & Anlegg AS

Landscape Architect: Bar Bakke

Betongpark: Design and Build

September - November 2014

One of Betongpark’s earlier projects, Jessheim 
skatepark, was built in close collaboration with 
an active and exceptional group of local users. 
The transition based skatepark has more than 
stood the test of time, continuing to host 
annual national level competitions and skate 
camps. Jessheim skatepark nurtures some of 
the country’s most promising up-and-coming 
talent, and acts somewhat as a proving ground 
for travelling riders. 

EKN

jessheim
skatepark
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Working closely together with Østengen & Bergo 
Landskapsarkitekter we helped to design and 
build an inner city skate-spot at Colosseum Torg. 
Given the spots central location a unique set of 
parameters had to be adhered to. For starters 
it was necessary to build up and not down due 
to existing structures in the ground below. The 
skate-spot is also located directly adjacent to the 
Røde Kors(Red Cross) youth centre, meaning the 
most vigorous regulations had to be followed, 
particularly regarding free-fall heights.

It was important to create an open environment, 
welcoming to all of the public. Considering this as 
well as the physical and regulatory parameters, 
we delivered an open, low-level plaza. We chose 
to use stepped up seating around the entire area. 
This acts as a subtle edge between the skate-spot 
and the bustling walkway. Within the perimeter 
these steps form the skate-spots different levels 
and skate-able ledges, simultaneously eradicating 
the need for safety railings. 

Colosseum
street spot
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Situated at the meeting point of inner city Oslo 
neighbourhoods Grunerløkka and Tøyen, this 
flow park is an interesting skate spot for use by 
all. 

The design takes inspiration from the recent 
asphalt pump track movement sweeping across 
Europe with an added Betongpark twist. By 
incorporating skatepark features and building 
techniques we have created a long lasting, fun 
for all abilities flow park. Due to the nature of the 
site , adopted by Lakkegata Skole as an extension 
of their playground, features have been kept 
low level for safety when children are using it. 
The flow-park adheres to the most stringent 
playground safety guidelines whilst maintaining 
primary function as a flow-park.

By integrating coping and some skate-able 
quarterpipes seamlessly into the flow of the park, 
older more skilled practitioners can also enjoy 
hours of fun at the park out of school hours. Such 
features include a central oblique, hard edge 
volcano used for increasing speed or floating 
airs and a bowled out quarterpipe with feature 
coloured coping for learning and perfecting new 
tricks in a safe and accessible setting.

The conceptual Flowpark blends effortlessly into 
the multi-activity space, which includes large 
green areas, seating and a street-dance stage.

AI AI
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lakkegata
flow-park
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Client: Oslo Kommune / Undervisningsbygg KF

Main Contractor: Skaaret Landskap AS

Landscape Architect: Asplan Viak AS

Betongpark: Design and Build

April – June 2019

AI

AI
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Client: Sarpsborg Kommune

Main Contractor: Park & Anlegg AS

Betongpark: Design and Build

May - July 2015

sarpsborg
skatepark
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Located next to the Sarpsborg 08 Fotballforening, Sarpsborg street inspired skate park gives an interesting take on the plaza element 
of skateboarding.  Combining classic street elements, such as rails and stairs, with conceptual skatepark design. Designed alongside 
legendary Norwegian skater, Henning Braaten, as well as considerable local skate scene involvement. This plaza gives street and transition 
skaters hours of fun. 

A central quarterpipe island takes inspiration from the legendary roundabout skate spot of the local town, paying homage to what came 
before. Detailing was a main feature in the design of this park, using various concrete effects, from purely aesthetic decorative details on 
the bump to block or functional textured brick effect stencil on a bank to give a real street feel. The use of locally sourced granite gives the 
plaza a real street element, meaning users can easily transfer tricks to the streets of Sarpsborg. Another unique detail in the park is the 
replica of infamous San Francisco street spot, stair-ledge combo “Hubba Hideout”. 
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Client: Stjørdal Kommune

Main Contractor: Betongpark

Betongpark: Design and Build

July - November 2015

EKN

stjørdal
skatepark
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Alongside Pivotech we created Northern Europe’s largest skatepark in Stavanger, replacing the legendary wooden skatepark 
that sat in the same spot for years before. With a thriving skate scene, Tasta needed a world class skatepark. A design comprising 
of multiple street plaza´s , competition deep bowl, flow bowl and other assorted areas was realised. Using locally sourced 
granite the skatepark slots into the local vernacular seamlessly, while creating a hangout and sport facility for all ages. It was 
such a successful project that it was given an honorary mention in the 2018 Betongtavlen, as well as being among the finalists. 
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Client: Stavanger Kommune

Main Contractor: Stangeland Maskin(2015)/Backe Rogaland(2018)

Landscape Architect: Fabian Narim

Betongpark: Cooperative Design and Build

February - June 2015 (Phase 1) , February - April 2018 (Phase 2)

tasta
skatepark
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Engineers: VSO Consulting AS

Lighting: ÅF Lightning AS

Betongpark: Design and Build

Lillestrøm’s Rådhusparken runs along the river 
Nitelva. The large open space is dotted with art 
pieces and sculptures, including the infamous 
“Hammering Man”, and is bordered by the city 
hall, police station and apartment buildings. 
There is considerable footfall on the area, 
although until recently most footfall was merely 
passing through due to a distinct lack in life or 
activity in the space.
 
Betongpark was involved in an early pre-
project lead by Link Arkitektur, also involving ÅF 
Lighting, to revitalize and activate the space. A 
plan was submitted and this included large areas 
dedicated to rolling activities.
 
The skatepark became the first part of the plan 
to be realized. Some new hurdles were met, and 
parameters and wishes for skatepark design 
changed. The design should be open plan, 
partly due to limitations on digging deep in the 
existing terrain, and to fulfil local skaters wishes 
of a street style environment. The final concept 
design became a pure street inspired plaza, 
with a small mini ramp capsule bowl. Within the 
final design we were proud to be able to draw 
reference to the original pre-project, and also 
involve original partners Link and ÅF.

Client: Skedsmo Kommune

Main Contractor: Betongpark Anlegg AS

Landscape Architect: Link Landskap AS

October 2018 – May 2019

EKN

lillestrøm
skatepark
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In keeping with the sculptural element of the 
surrounding park we worked closely with the 
details of the skatepark, including Contrasting 
black and grey pigmented concrete to make 
up the oversized checkerboard floor of the 
skatepark. In one corner the floor peels 
up and reveals its underside, creating a 
sculptural corner piece to be skated. The rigid 
black and grey expanse is then dotted with 
playful, round, red pigmented  chips. These 
chips make up a bump, a pad, and a unique 
extended dish feature. The last details of the 
skatepark are made up of locally sourced, and 
sculpted, Larkvikit Granite and smooth black 
steel.
 
The concrete plaza wraps around a large 
green island, acting as an oasis contrasting 
the heavy materials of the skatepark. It is our 
design ethos to not place excessive concrete 
without it serving a functional purpose, and 
more so actively design in green spaces within 
our skateparks.
 
In this project we had the exciting  opportunity 
to work closely with ÅF lighting to create an 
exceptional lighting system for the skatepark. 
During hours of darkness when the skatepark 
is not being used it is ambiently lit with 
constantly changing colours, wonderfully 
highlighting its contours and sculptural form. 
When a rider wants to use the park, within pre-
set hours, they can simply push a large button 
that will activate full functionality for a set 
period of time, then fades back to ambience.

DL
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L I N K  U S  F O R 

S K A T E P A R K  A D V I C E
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HEADQUARTERS:

ADDRESS: Filipstadveien 5, 0250 Oslo

CONTACTS:

Kasper Helle
Email: kasper@betongpark.no
Phone: +47 91704727

Øyvinnd Hammer
Email: Hammer@betongpark.no
Phone: +47 92290619

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/
DESIGN OFFICE:

ADDRESS: Unit 3, 258 Kingsland 
road, London , E8 4DG 

CONTACTS:

Daryl Nobbs
Email: Daryl@betongpark.no
Phone: +4791531126

Dom Alden
Email: Dom@betongpark.no
Phone:  +447818691749

BETONGPARK
OSLO

BETONGPARK
LONDON
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